
 

Plastic-free campaigns don't have to shock or
shame. Shoppers are already on board

June 28 2018, by Louise Moana Kolff

  
 

  

A sticker campaign by Greenpeace Australia Pacific encourages consumers to
choose plastic-free fruit and veg, and puts pressure on the supermarkets. Credit:
Instagram/Greenpeace Australia Pacific

With Coles and Woolworths supermarkets phasing out single-use plastic
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bags at their checkout counters, and Queensland and Western Australia
bringing in bans on single-use plastic bags for all retailers from July 1, a
long overdue step is being taken towards reducing Australia's plastic
waste.

However, it is only a small step, and much still needs to be done to tackle
the problem.

It is therefore useful to explore what strategies might be effective in
informing the public about the issue, and in changing people's
consumption and littering behaviour.

Research shows that fear or shock tactics, or strategies based on shame
and guilt, are generally not effective, and can even be counterproductive.
High-threat fear appeals can be effective provided that the target
audience is already taking positive steps toward the desired behaviour
change, or feel that they can easily do so. Crucially, this means that
campaigns not only need to tell people about an issue, but also provide
straightforward advice on what do to about it.

In this context, campaigns such as "Hey Tosser!", run by the New South
Wales Environment Protection Authority, are ill-conceived. The
problem is that encouraging the public shaming of "tossers" creates an
unhelpful stereotype that doesn't actually exist. One study found that
Australians are often unaware of their own littering, meaning the 
campaign might prompt people to identify themselves as "non-tossers"
and therefore ignore the message.

The author and social behaviour change expert Les Robinson has
suggested that rather than try to scare or shame people into changing, it
is more useful to create a positive buzz around change, make new
behaviours easy to adopt and sustain, and foster supportive communities
to help with change.
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https://www.sbs.com.au/news/why-australia-may-not-be-ready-to-ban-plastic-bags
https://phys.org/tags/people/
https://www.tandfonline.com/doi/abs/10.1080/08870440108405863
http://www.tandfonline.com/doi/abs/10.1080/02650487.1998.11104734
http://www.tandfonline.com/doi/abs/10.1080/02650487.1998.11104734
https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/abs/10.1002/mar.20043
http://journals.sagepub.com/doi/abs/10.1177/109019810002700506
https://phys.org/tags/behaviour+change/
https://phys.org/tags/behaviour+change/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nK3bI4_Jjz8
https://perspectra.org/2017/07/09/the-6-habits-of-a-litterbug/
https://kab.org.au/wp-content/uploads/2012/05/understanding-littering-behaviour-lbs1.pdf
https://phys.org/tags/campaign/
https://scribepublications.com.au/books-authors/books/changeology


 

This means that whether we want to tackle littering or reduce reliance on
plastic bags, it is important to make people feel that they are part of an
inclusive movement that is supported by the community and relevant to
their own lives.

One example is the WA government's "What's your bag plan?"
campaign, which urges shoppers to decide how they will carry their
shopping after the demise of plastic bags, by becoming either a "bagger"
(reusable bags), a "boxer" (cardboard boxes), or a "juggler" (neither!).

  
 

  

Consumers are encouraged to post images of excessive plastic wrapping. Credit:
Twitter
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https://phys.org/tags/plastic/
https://www.der.wa.gov.au/your-environment/wa-plastic-bag-ban/491-plastic-bag-ban-shoppers


 

The good and the bad

A recent action by Greenpeace, in which overpackaged fruit and veg
were labelled with a sticker saying "I'd like this product to be plastic
free" and "We love plastic-free fruit and veg", makes it easy for
consumers to view those changes as positive. There is no blaming or
shaming, but rather a focus on making it easier for consumers to ask
supermarkets for more environmentally conscious options.

On Instagram and Twitter Greenpeace is encouraging consumers to share
photos of excessive packaging, under the hashtag #RidiculousPackaging.
This is a proactive way for consumers to take action, and for others to
start noticing the overuse of plastic in supermarkets.

In contrast, other campaigns seek to emphasise the destructive effects of 
plastic waste. These can be eyecatching, but without a strong message
that customers have the power to make a positive difference, they are
unlikely to be effective in implementing sustained behaviour change.
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http://www.greenpeace.org/international/story/15938/24-photos-of-ridiculous-plastic-packaging-that-will-make-you-scream-then-take-action/
https://phys.org/tags/plastic+waste/


 

  

Soft plastic bins overflowing at Coles, Murwillumbah, June 2018. Credit: Louise
Moana Kolff, Author provided

The UK Marine Conservation Society's campaign, showing a drinking
straw lodged up a child's nose (echoing a horrific viral video of a sea
turtle enduring the same fate), is both shocking and thought-provoking.
But with no clear, positive information showing people how they can
directly address the problem through changes in their own lives, viewers
may simply disengage.

Winning the war
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4wH878t78bw


 

One of the most powerful campaigns in Australia in recent times has
been the ABC documentary series War On Waste. Its success can be
attributed to a clever mix of shocking information tempered with
entertaining and engaging storylines; a lack of blaming and shaming of
individuals (although some corporations and politicians have received
their share); clear and tangible solutions that viewers can implement; and
a feeling of collaborative empowerment.

In combination, these elements have had a positive impact, with the sale
of reusable takeaway coffee cups rising sharply after the series aired. If
my experience at my local supermarket is any guide, shoppers have
taken the message about recycling soft plastics firmly to heart.

Few people would argue against the reduction of plastic waste. Most
people are ready and willing to change, and the agencies that are
designing campaigns on the issue would do well to remember this.
Positive encouragement and advice are preferable to fear, shame or
shock tactics.

This article was originally published on The Conversation. Read the 
original article.
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